
VIP MATRIX All India Invitation Snooker Championship 2009

Knock-Out Stage

103 52 44 72 55 42
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Frame 1
Indoor Asian Games Gold Medalist, Aditya Mehta opened the proceedings with a century break of 103 missing the 15th Red. Otherwise it comprised 9 

Blacks, 5 Blues and 1 Pink.

LUNCH BREAK. Second Session will start at 1600 hours

Breaks

FINAL

FINAL MATCH Match Score

Aditya Mehta - PSPB

Sourav Kothari - PSPB

Best of 13 Frames

7
Breaks

Frame

Frame

3

Frame 2
Sourav opened the break. With modest play from both players, sourav started to compile a break, but missed on 18. Thereafter he got couple of chances 

but did not turned up into big one. Finally Aditya crafted 52 and took lead of 2-0.

Frame 3
Sourav missed Black on a break of 31. In reply, Aditya also missed cushion stuck Red on 31. Aditya got another chance after Sourav missed on a total score 

of 44, which he turned into lead and finished the frame by giving snook by hiding pink with black.

Frame 4
After a safety play on all reds, both players made few points and further safeties. Aditya got the opening and he finished the proceeding with 6 Reds and 

colours uptill Pink with a break of 44.

Frame 5 With two decent breaks of 23 and 37, Aditya pocketed the frame and took a lead of 5-0 at the end of first session

Frame 6
Second session started. With few safety visits by both the cueists, Aditya Mehta crated another break of 72 to take the match at a step further. The match 

has become an one sided affair, if in looking last frame of the match Sourav takes on to another level.

Frame 7
Aditya went to finish the proceedings of the Final and started with a break of 26. With a miss and another chance, he missed again a centre Red pot on a 

total score of 41. Here onwards, Sourav takes on and registered first frame to his name in the final with a worthy break of 48.

Frame 8

Sourav tried to dominate this frame also. On a score of 37, he missed the black, leaving Aditya on open table where Aditya crafted a break of 55 and on all 

colours, he missed the Yellow. With couple of snooker safety, Sourav took Yellow, Green and Brown. Attempted Blue on a long pot on top pocket, which 

bounced back and stuck to center pocket jaw. Aditya and sourav both tried cross cushion pot of the blue but exchanged 5 points foul to each other. Then 

Sourav played a beautiful shot on blue landing it safe, which later sourav cleared and kept the hope alive.

Frame 9

Sourav took the challenge ahead. With an opening break of 21, he went out of position and played a safety. On a score of 33-16 in favour of Sourav, he put 

Aditya on a snook behind Green. While playing the shot, Aditya committed a foul by touching cue to green. The same Aditya declared voluntarily, which 

was un-noticed by the match referee and the opponent too. Finally with a break of 25, Sourav made proceedings 3-6.

Frame 10

Aditya started to finish the proceedings and looking confident with no hurdle further, but missed a simple red, which dribbled on jaws of top pocket. At a 

worthy break of 29, Sourav missed the black giving chance to Aditya. The miss costs Sourav a match, as thereafter Aditya crafted a break of 42 by taking 

last red and Sourav shakes the hand with Aditya for his winning the title 7-3
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